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FOREWORD

FOREWORD

The poor performance of European economies since the financial crisis is rightly a major issue for
concern. Among the major EU economies, the UK, Germany, Poland and Sweden have bucked
the sluggish growth and high unemployment trend. But average growth across the EU has been
disappointing and unemployment rates in most countries remain far too high.
Against this background, it makes sense to consider ways in which supply-side reforms might facilitate
faster European economic growth and spur job creation. Financial markets have an important role to
play in channelling investment to productive enterprises and supporting growth more broadly. This
latest research from TheCityUK’s Independent Economists Group examines what drives both investment
and financing decisions.
The research has been stimulated by recent proposals to establish a stronger Capital Markets Union
across the EU. This is potentially a catalyst for stronger growth, particularly in terms of its impact
on small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) which can find it harder to access capital than larger
companies. SMEs have a particularly important role to play in creating new jobs, and tapping new
market opportunities. Countries with dynamic and growing SMEs tend to have better growth and
employment prospects – and many European countries look enviously across the Atlantic to the US as a
successful role model for innovation and entrepreneurship.
Our research into investment drivers and the idea of a single market for capital in Europe highlights
some potentially counter-intuitive facts – such as that total funding for SMEs has been higher in the
EU than in the US, which is often held up as a model of a markets-based funding environment. Our
analysis also shows that use of capital markets can bring important non-financial as well as financial
benefits.
Given the diversity of economies and corporate cultures across the EU, improving information flows and
encouraging best practices will be critical to ensure than companies of all sizes derive maximum benefit
from the CMU initiative.
There are many impediments to growth and employment which need to be addressed within the EU –
including labour market regulation and high levels of government spending and taxation. But changes
to integrate capital markets and improve their functioning could have an important role to play in the
policy mix, and this report aims to shed light on how this might be done most effectively.

Andrew Sentance
Chair, TheCityUK Independent Economists Group
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• In the wake of the financial crisis, governments are looking at ways to boost growth, including ways
to encourage investment and improve the financing of corporate activity. This has led the European
Commission to launch the Capital Markets Union initiative to identify how to improve access
to finance for all businesses, but particularly for small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs), as well as for infrastructure projects across Europe. The aim is to remove barriers
to cross-border investment to help diversify funding and reduce the cost of capital, in an effort to
promote growth and investment.
• The evidence indicates that the cost of capital may not be the most important factor
explaining investment activity in the EU. Other factors, such as uncertainty, may be more
important and investment activity may well be unresponsive to changes in funding costs.
• Although SMEs are an important part of the economy, in practice it is internationally active firms that
tend to be the most innovative, as well as the most productive – and these tend to be larger firms.
Therefore, it will be important not to neglect the needs of internationally-orientated firms
when considering the needs of fundraisers. Furthermore, bank finance may well remain
the most important funding channel for many SMEs, so it is important to be realistic about the
extent to which non-banking initiatives can help this segment of fundraisers.
• As well as tax and bankruptcy effects, there is some evidence to suggest that financing choices can
also influence firm outcomes through the role of corporate governance and management
monitoring activities.
• The evidence shows that although the rationale for Capital Markets Union is a perception that certain
funding channels are more effective in the US, in practice total funding for both infrastructure
projects and SMEs has been higher in the EU than in the US. This does not mean that it is not
possible to learn from the US and elsewhere about how to strengthen financial markets. However,
the aim of Capital Markets Union should not be simply to adopt a US-style model.
• Although the rationale for Capital Markets Union is to address the needs of fundraisers, if
it is to be successful it will also need to deal with the needs of funders, as these can have a
big impact on funding patterns.
• Overall, for Capital Market Union to be successful the Independent Economists Group
recommends that it should focus on five work themes:
– Reducing (not adding to) regulatory barriers that inhibit firms’ access to funding;
– Ensuring that the EU is open to innovative sources of capital;
– Facilitating the role of capital markets in corporate restructuring;
– Improving information flows, as well as communication about different options; and
– E ncouraging best practice through the use of mutual recognition and more effective enforcement
of EU rules on competition and the single market.
In each case, to be successful, it will be important that any initiatives do not come at the expense of
raising capital from the rest of the world.
INDEPENDENT ECONOMISTS GROUP | JUNE 2015
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1: INTRODUCTION

1: INTRODUCTION

Long-run economic growth is determined by the rate of growth of the
labour force; the rate of change of the capital stock (investment, adjusted for
depreciation); and the growth of total factor productivity (TFP). In the wake
of the financial crisis, governments are looking at ways to boost growth,
including ways to encourage investment and improve the financing of
corporate activity.
In a document issued shortly before he became President of the European
Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker set out his agenda for jobs, growth,
fairness and democratic change in Europe. Included in the ten priorities he
highlighted were the aims of boosting jobs, growth and investment and,
linked to that, the need to strengthen the functioning of capital markets
in Europe to help reduce the cost of capital, particularly for small and
medium sized enterprises (SMEs).1 In order to make this a reality, he created
a new post of Commissioner for Financial Stability, Financial Services and
Capital Markets Union, and in February 2015 the Commission launched
a consultation on building a Capital Markets Union.2 As part of this
consultation, the Commission is looking to identify how to:
• improve access to finance for all businesses and infrastructure projects
across Europe;
• help SMEs raise finance as easily as large companies;
• create a single market for capital by removing barriers to cross-border
investment; and
• diversify the funding of the economy and reduce the cost of raising capital.
It goes almost without saying that improvements in the functioning of capital
markets have the capacity to improve economic outcomes, by enabling a
more effective transfer of funds between savers and investors. However, on
the face of it, it is not necessarily the supply of funds that is the issue for
Europe. For example, in 2013 the stock of outstanding financing for SMEs
in the EU stood at €2trn, compared to €1.2trn in the US, and the flow of
new financing in that year was €926bn in the EU compared to €571bn
in the US. Similarly, infrastructure spending in the EU stood at €419bn in
2013, compared to €297bn in the US.3 Nevertheless, there is a concern that
funding in Europe is too reliant on bank financing, relative to other options.

Juncker (2014)
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-15-4433_en.htm?locale=en
3
See the analysis in The Boston Consulting Group (2015).
1
2
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Not all SMEs are alike
and size will influence
funding solutions
It is important to define what is meant
by SMEs, as this will determine the
financial market solutions that might
be appropriate. Work by TheCityUK has
revealed that from the perspective of the
public, SMEs refer to companies with
fewer than 5 employees and turnover
of less than £1 million. However, these
companies are really better defined as
micro-enterprises, and bank loans will
typically be more appropriate for firms
of this size than will capital-markets
financing.

1: INTRODUCTION

For example, US medium-sized companies receive five times more funding
through capital markets than they do in the EU and it is calculated that if
venture capital markets in Europe were as deep as the US then, between
2008 and 2013, €90bn of funds would have been available to finance
companies through this channel.4
This report contributes to the debate on Capital Markets Union by taking
a step back and examining what drives both investment and financing
decisions. It is based on a discussion on the investment, growth and Capital
Markets Union by the Independent Economist Group (IEG), together with the
background analysis by Analytically Driven Ltd.5 The key issues highlighted
by the IEG, together with recommendations by the group, are presented as a
series of pull out sections within the main text of the analysis.
The aim is to help shed light on the likelihood of Capital Markets Union
meeting its aims. The report therefore starts in Section II by considering why
the functioning of financial markets will play an important role in growth
and investment activity. Section III then looks at what determines investment
and considers why the SME sector may not be the key to innovation within
the economy. Section IV presents some evidence of a change in the way
that investment and financial markets interact. Section V looks at the impact
of financing decisions on firm outcomes; the shifting patterns of financing
behaviour in the UK; and whether the cost of finance, or other factors such
as uncertainty, are the key to understanding investment behaviour. Finally
Section VI discusses some of the key issues that Capital Markets Union will
need to address.

Capital Markets Union
needs to focus on
enabling solutions
To ensure the outcomes will be effective,
it is possibly better to think of this project
as a single market for capital, rather than
a capital markets union. It should focus on
market-based solutions and should look
to reduce barriers and enable different
corporate funding options. Capital
Markets Union differs from Banking
Union, because the opportunities are less
likely to increase systemic risk. Success,
therefore, will depend more on helping
corporates to raise debt and equity and
helping savers to get a better deal than on
having a grand new project.
The US should not be the vision for
what is needed – the EU has raised more
funding for both SMEs and infrastructure
projects since the start of the crisis than
the US has. However, it is still possible to
learn from US experience.
Finally, some caution is needed on the
extent of government involvement. For
example, for governments to try and
intervene directly to help firms scale up in
an effort to promote growth, they would
need the skills to be able to pick the right
firms.
IEG Recommendation:
Capital Markets Union needs to focus on
reducing barriers and enabling market
solutions.

4
5

European Commission (2015).
The IEG held a discussion on investment, growth and Capital Markets Union on March 23, 2015, which
was informed by analysis provided by Analytically Driven Ltd. This report presents the outcome of these
discussions, with the issues highlighted by the IEG, together with their recommendations, shown as a
series of pull-out boxes within the analysis.
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2: WHY FOCUS ON FINANCIAL MARKETS?

2: WHY FOCUS ON
FINANCIAL MARKETS?

The financial system plays an important role in economies, by helping to match
those who have money to invest with those who have investment opportunities to
exploit (both within and across national borders), as well as facilitating risk transfer,
maturity transformation and enabling price discovery. As such, the financial sector
has the ability to help promote growth.

What role do financial markets play in
corporate structure?
The corporate landscape in some EU countries is very fragmented, with a high prevalence
of SMEs and limited use of formal equity markets. An important question is whether the
prevalence of SMEs in those economies reflects structural factors, such as labour market
regulations and trust in institutions, or whether in countries with relatively unsophisticated
financial systems, limitations on corporate funding might have inhibited corporate growth.
In countries with limited experience of sophisticated financial markets, what will encourage
firms to make the leap to alternative financing solutions? For example, what role do
professional advisors play?

While the size of a country’s finance sector per se is not directly linked to
growth, the sophistication of a country’s financial system has an important
impact on economic outcomes. For example, there appears to be a critical
level of financial development that is needed before economies are able to
converge towards the market leader, with all economies below this level
having strictly lower long-run growth rates.6 Similarly, the degree of financial
development influences the number of trade partners that the country
has, as well as how multinational enterprises structure their activities in the
country.7 What appears to be important is not just the availability of bankbased finance, but also the availability of market-based forms of capital, with
the two acting as complements rather than substitutes in their impact on
economic growth.8 Similarly, the extent of insurance market activity (which
allows for risk transfer and pooling) has been linked to growth.9

 ghion, Howitt and Mayer-Foulkes (2005). Other factors such as schooling, geography, health, policy, politics and
A
institutions do not affect the significance of the interaction between financial development and GDP growth and
do not appear to influence convergence.
7
For example, the evidence suggests that firms prioritise which countries they trade with, based on how easy,
or hard that will be. The resources they have available to establish trade links determines how far down the list
they go, with only large, very productive firms trading with multiple partners in multiple countries. One of the
factors that influences how easy it will be to trade with a country is the sophistication of their financial sector, so
countries with a more sophisticated financial sector have more trade partners. See the discussion in Driver (2014).
8
See the discussion in Allen and Gale (2004). Bank-based finance tends to be particularly suited to the needs
of imitative firms that are looking to improve productivity by copying the ideas of others, while equity finance
options such as venture capital tend to be better suited for innovators, see the discussion in Aghion (2012).
9
Arena (2008). Based on a sample of 55 countries between 1976 and 2004.
6
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2: WHY FOCUS ON FINANCIAL MARKETS?

While empirical work highlights the role of the financial sector in longrun growth outcomes, the recent financial crisis has also emphasised the
risks, leading to a desire to ensure there is an appropriate balance between
promoting financial sector activity and ensuring there is adequate risk
management. Even shocks affecting individual banks can have significant
implications for volatility: for example, the experience of Japan between 1990
and 2010 suggests that idiosyncratic bank shocks explain 40% of aggregate
loan and investment fluctuations.10
Improving the functioning of financial markets therefore has the potential to
help improve investment outcomes, and also growth performance, both by
reducing the cost of financing and by improved matching and risk transfer
mechanisms. For example, analysis suggests that tighter credit can lead to
lower mean growth, through its impact on long-term, structural investments,
which are typically associated with a higher liquidity risk and therefore are
both lower and more volatile in the face of credit restrictions.11

Those with less
sophisticated financial
markets stand to
benefit most
Analysis for the IRSG suggests that the
biggest impact from improving funding
for infrastructure and SMEs through
the Capital Markets Union will be in
those countries that currently have less
sophisticated financial markets.12 The UK,
which has relatively deep capital markets,
will continue to do well, but will not
benefit part from increased availability
of funding. However, it may benefit as a
producer, rather than consumer of capital.

 miti and Weinstein (2013). One of the reasons for the size of effects they find is that the Japanese banking sector
A
is relatively concentrated, so individual banks are large relative to the size of the economy.
11
Aghion et al (2010). Their analysis differentiates between short-run investments (that generate quick returns,
but have limited impact on long-run productivity) and long-run, structural investments (that take more time to
complete, but also enhance productivity). Based on a panel of 21 OECD countries over the period 1960-2000, they
show that through the impact of credit restrictions on long-run, structural investments, a one-standard deviation
improvement in private credit would reduce the negative growth impact of a 1% rise in volatility by 0.14%.
10
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3: WHAT INFLUENCES INVESTMENT?

3: WHAT INFLUENCES
INVESTMENT?

Investment in plant and machinery, infrastructure, or innovation activity is not
an end in itself, but a means to an end – namely the ability to (eventually)
consume more in future. As such, the value of an investment will be the
discounted value of the marginal profit it generates over its lifetime.13 This will
depend on likely demand and expected interest rates, as well as the tax regime.
Depreciation as a result of both age and innovation will tend to reduce the
value of previous generations of capital, meaning its value will tend to decline
unless it is topped up by new investment.14 This can be particularly important
in times of significant technological change, which can bring creative
destruction in their wake, making old practices and products redundant.
This is currently true within the information-technology industry, where the
pace of change means that it matters what vintage of capital one is using,
with earlier vintages becoming rapidly out of date. This is one reason why
innovation-led growth is associated with higher firm and labour turnover.15
However, while rapid technological change will potentially accelerate
the depreciation of capital, making new investment desirable in order to
compete, the choice of whether to invest will also be influenced by factors
such as whether there is a market for used capital. A market for used capital
reduces the risks associated with investment, by influencing how reversible
the investment is. Therefore rapid change, which reduces the value of the
capital installed, will also increase the riskiness of investment. How the choice
to invest is influenced by this will therefore in part depend on the option
value of waiting (for further discussion of this concept, see Section V.b.).16

S ee IRSG (2015).
This is equal to the shadow price of capital (q).
See the discussion in Aghion (2012) on the impact of the Schumpeterian model of creative destruction.
15
Aghion (2012).
16
See Dixit (1992) for a description of the option value of waiting and how the resulting hysteresis (or path
dependence) in investment influences economic outcomes.
12
13
14
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3.a Firm size and innovation
Much of the focus of Capital Markets Union has been on improving funding
for SMEs. This reflects in part the central role of the SME sector in European
economies; European Commission research indicates that 99% of businesses
across the EU28 are SMEs. SMEs have a particularly important role in job
creation, with SMEs estimated to account for around 85% of job creation
within the EU.17 However, it is important to recognise that this figure
represents gross, not net, job creation. For example, in the US, most business
start-ups close or fail within their first ten years and most surviving businesses
remain small.18 In other words, SMEs are risky, with most new ventures failing.
Therefore, for example, the venture capital industry relies on the fact that a
few investments will do very well, while recognising that the vast majority will
return less than the face value of the investment.19
Implicit in assessments of the importance of SMEs is often an assumption
that the rich dynamics within the sector will mean that smaller firms are
more innovative than their larger rivals. In practice this is not the case. The
key predictor of how innovative a firm is, is the extent to which it is engaged
in international markets. Firms that engage in foreign direct investment,
outsourcing or exporting are typically more innovative than their domesticallyfocused rivals. Indeed, the more complex these international relationships
are, the more innovative and productive the firm itself is. Furthermore, it is
much more likely that large firms will engage in international markets, in part
reflecting the cost of market entry. Therefore it is larger, more internationally
engaged firms that are the most innovative, not their smaller rivals.20

Good use of
resources is more
important for growth
than company size
It is important to challenge myths about
the importance of SMEs, as it is what
an economy does with its resources that
matters, not the size of the companies it
supports. More efficient companies, with
high productivity, are good for growth
and it is typically larger companies that
are more productive.
As capital is scarce, it will be important
to focus on the areas that will have the
biggest impact. Whether a firm is involved
in export markets is more important for
innovation than a firm’s size. While large
firms usually have good access to funding,
it will be important to assess whether
there are specific barriers that inhibit the
availability of trade finance.
IEG Recommendation:
It will be important not just to focus on
SMEs – barriers to financing trade flows,
for example, could have an important
impact on growth potential.

J uncker (2014).
Decker et al (2014).
Kerr, Nanda and Rhodes-Kropf (2014).
20
See, for example, the discussion in Driver (2014), Harris and Li (2007) and Altomonte et al (2013).
17
18
19
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4: LINKS BETWEEN INVESTMENT, GROWTH AND FINANCING COSTS

4: LINKS BETWEEN
INVESTMENT, GROWTH
AND FINANCING COSTS
One of the perceptions underlying the Capital Markets Union initiative is that
capital markets in Europe have been fragmenting, making it harder for them
to finance investment activity, particularly for SMEs. To try and illustrate why
this perception might have arisen, Figure 1 presents six scatter plots showing
the correlation between investment growth21 on the one hand and real GDP
growth, long-term interest rates and gross national savings (as a percentage
of nominal GDP) on the other, for 23 OECD countries over two time periods:
2000-2008 and 2011-2013.
The first thing to note is that, as one would expect, there is a strong, positive
relationship between real GDP growth and investment growth in both
time periods.22 However, what is interesting is that the relative behaviour
of investment compared to both long-term interest rates and gross savings
appears to have changed since the financial crisis.
In particular, in the period leading up to the 2008-09 financial crisis – and
contrary to what one would expect – the correlation between investment
growth and long-term interest rates was positive, suggesting higher financing
costs at a country level were associated with higher, not lower, levels of
investment.23 In addition, over that period, there is no correlation between
savings and investment. Combined, these facts suggest that firms were not
having to rely on high levels of domestic savings and local financial markets
to finance investment.24 It may also be another indicator that risk was being
mispriced, and that this was influencing the incentives of firms to invest. In
contrast, since the crisis, the positive correlation between investment and
long-term interest rates has broken down. Furthermore, although there is
still no significant correlation between investment and savings, there are
some signs that high domestic savings might be influencing the ability
to investment, as there is now a positive (albeit insignificant) relationship
between the two. This potentially indicates that firms are finding harder to

Investment growth is measured by the rate of change of real gross fixed capital formation.
This partly reflects the fact that gross fixed capital formation is part of the expenditure measure of GDP.
While long-term interest rates on government debt will differ from the cost of financing faced by firms, they
are a sensible proxy for the relative ranking of the cost of external finance faced by firms in different countries.
Although there was a significant bunching of interest rates within the Eurozone, around the 4.5% level, this is
not what generated this positive correlation. If anything the positive correlation is stronger when the Eurozone
countries within the sample are omitted.
24
In a closed economy, without any options to trade, any investment must be financed purely from domestic
savings. The Feldstein and Horioka puzzle arose because it was observed that, even though economies could
trade, the level of investment appeared to rise close to one-on-one with the level of savings, suggesting that
in practice capital was not that mobile, see Feldstein and Horioka (1980). The data presented here is indicative,
but cannot be used to properly address the question of capital mobility, because it compares the change in
investment with the level of savings (as a percentage of nominal GDP).
21
22
23
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Low interest rates
benefit consumers,
but do not necessarily
drive investment
From a firm’s perspective the question
is whether markets such as France
or Italy look attractive, as it is the
expectation of market outcomes,
rather than financing costs, that drives
investment.

4: LINKS BETWEEN INVESTMENT, GROWTH AND FINANCING COSTS

finance investment. Furthermore, the lack of interest rate bunching among
Eurozone members in the latter period emphasizes that experiences are likely
to have been very different across EU member states.

Figure 1
Growth of real investment, real GDP growth, long-term interest rates and gross national savings, selected countries
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Note: Figures show scatterplots for the period averages of the growth of investment, given by real total gross fixed capital formation (GFCF), with real GDP growth (Plots i.A and i.D), long-term
interest rates (Plots ii.B and ii.E) and gross national saving (as a percentage of nominal GDP) (Plots iii.C and iii.F) for 23 OECD countries over two time periods 2000-2008 and 2011-2013. Each dot
represents the mapping between the period averages of the two variables for a given country. The countries chosen are: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Slovak Republic, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK, and US. The countries were chosen because they have
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shows a trend line depicting the slope of the relationship between the two variables, but in the case of Plots iii.C, ii.E and iii.F the trend lines are dotted because the R2 are extremely low (less than
0.1), indicating that the lines are not statistically robust. The underlying data come from the OECD Economic Outlook Volume 2014 Issue 2.
Source: Analytically Driven Ltd
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5: THE FINANCING DECISIONS
OF FIRMS

In theory how a firm is financed should not matter for the value of the
firm.25 This is not to say that the cost of debt and equity finance will be the
same; rather, that – except under a limited number of circumstances – how
expected profits are divided between the providers of loans and the owners
of equity will not influence expected profits themselves, and hence the value
of the firm will be unchanged. Exceptions to this arise, for example, where
differences in the tax treatment of equity and debt finance mean that debt
financing will reduce the tax burden for a given level of financing, so that
increased debt financing will boost the value of the firm; or where an
increase in debt finance increases the risk of bankruptcy, reducing the
value of the firm.
There are many factors that will influence the choices firms make about how
to finance their operations and the price that they will pay for any external
finance, including preferences for control and the ability of those outside
the firm to monitor their activities. In the Eurozone, equity has been the
most important source of corporate finance for non-financial corporations
(listed and non-listed), with the value of outstanding equity standing at
160% of GDP in 2014 – significantly above the value of all other forms of
finance, particularly short-term finance, see Figure 2. However, although
equity is the most important source of outstanding finance in all the main
Eurozone economies, its overall importance varies significantly, with the value
of outstanding equity in 2014 standing at 250% of GDP in France and just
under 90% in Germany.26

It is important that equity markets are efficient
The UK government has invited TheCityUK to lead an independent industry review of the
EU listing regime, with a view to suggesting improvements to the European Commission as
part of its initiative to create a Capital Markets Union.

In terms of financial flows, internal financing from retained profits has
remained largely stable over the pre and post-crisis periods. However, the
relative importance of internal financing has increased, reflecting the fall
in external financing flows, see Figure 3. It is possible that part of the

25

This is the Modigliani-Miller theorem. See Modigliani and Miller (1958 and 1963).

26

Giovannini et al (2015).
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Even speeding up
bankruptcy proceedings
could help facilitate
funding
Capital Markets Union could help by
facilitating securitisation, which is one
way to attract foreign investment without
the need for investors to have specific
local knowledge. However, national
differences in bankruptcy procedures and
the way local courts work can act as a
barrier.
IEG Recommendation:
While harmonising bankruptcy laws may
be too difficult to achieve, even speeding
up bankruptcy proceedings to ensure all
countries have the same maximum target
time for dealing with bankruptcy could
help facilitate cross-border financial flows.
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Figure 2
Outstanding liabilities of non-financial corporations in the Eurozone by composition
and maturity (% of GDP)
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Source: Giovannini et al (2015).

Figure 3
Non-financial corporations’ internal and external financial flows in Eurozone
countries (% of GDP)
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Source: Giovannini et al (2015).
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fall in external financing could reflect demand factors, with demand for
funds by firms falling, either because there are fewer profitable investment
opportunities (given the uncertain environment), or because they are seeking
to rebuild their balance sheets to reduce their dependence on seemingly risky
banks.
However, the shift away from external financing is also likely to reflect supply
factors. For example, Table 1 shows that refusal rates for both bank loans
and equity financing by venture capital funds increased in most countries
between 2007 and 2010.27 How important this increase in refusal rates is in
practice will depend in part on how many firms are seeking financing. For
example, although the rate at which loan requests in the UK increased, the
proportion of firms seeking external finance is relatively low. Therefore, even
if rejection rates for all categories of loans stood at 20%, it would still only
affect 5.3% of firms. Figure 4 shows the percentage of SME firms in 20 EU
countries that sought finance in 2010. It shows that in almost all countries,
loan based finance is the most popular channel, while applications for equity
finance are much less prevalent.
Table 1
Rejection of financing requests by non-financial corporations,
selected countries and channels
Requests for bank loans refused
(% of total requests)

Requests for equity finance by venture
capital funds refused

2007

2010

2007

2010

Germany

6.7

8.2

66.7

32.6

Spain

3.0

13.2

87.0

92.1

France

2.0

7.0

37.5

63.6

Italy

1.2

4.9

97.7

100.0

UK

5.6

20.8

69.9

74.6

Note: Data from Eurostat, Access to Finance surveys covering businesses with 10 to 250 employees.
Source: Analytically Driven Ltd

27

T hese were only two potential financing channels. In total the Eurostat survey covered 6 potential sources of
loans and 10 potential sources of equity financing. However, the shift in refusal patterns over time is similar for
other channels.

28

See the discussion in Ares & Co (2013).
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Non-bank finance can
help firms reach their
potential
Some medium-sized firms have the
potential to be high growth, and nonbank finance can help in this regard.
For example, by taking a stake in a
company, venture capital firms can help
accelerate growth. There are also some
good examples of local markets that
have developed to help foster growth
through private placements. The German
Schuldschein is a key example here.
Although mainly used by German public
institutions, it also provides a route
for German Mittelstand (and larger)
companies to get financing directly from
institutional investors.28
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Figure 4

Financial markets can
help allocate resources
effectively by facilitating
corporate restructuring

Percentage of SMEs seeking finance in 2010, by source and country
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As well as tax and bankruptcy effects, there is some evidence to suggest
that financing choices can also influence firm outcomes through the role of
corporate governance and management monitoring activities. Examples of
where ownership structures appear to change firm behaviour include:
• An assessment of the impact of private equity buyouts of restaurant chains
in Florida shows that, following buyouts, restaurants become cleaner, safer
and better maintained and that this is achieved despite a lower headcount
and lower menu prices.29

An important role of financial markets
is facilitating restructuring. In the EU,
however, the prevailing political situation
is currently inhibiting this redeployment of
capital. For example labour laws in France
make it hard for firms to shed workers,
and Greece has resisted privatisation. In
this sense it can often be hard to take the
politics out of the economics. Certainly in
the Eurozone the volume and transaction
levels of merger and acquisition activity
have fallen significantly since the start of
the crisis and are much lower than the
levels observed in the US.
IEG Recommendation:
Growth depends on efficient use of
resources, so it is important not to forget
that restructuring firms can bring benefits.
Here financial markets can help, but other
factors such as labour laws also have an
important role to play.

• An assessment of venture capital firms suggests that the success of their
activities is not simply a result of better upfront screening of the firms
they choose to invest in, but also their monitoring activities. This can be
assessed by looking at how changes in travel times influence the monitoring
activities of venture capital firms. The introduction of a new airline route
that reduces the travel time between where a venture capitalist is based
and a company in its portfolio, meaning the venture capitalist will find it
less time consuming to monitor that company’s activities, leads to a 3.1%
increase in the number of patents produced, a 5.8% increase in the number
of citations per patent, a 1% increase in the probability of going public and

29

S ee the discussion in Bernstein and Sheen (2014). The analysis compares the outcomes for restaurants that have
been bought out that are both directly owned and franchised, as well as independently owned restaurants using
health inspection records.
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Capital Markets Union
needs to think about
the needs of funders,
not just fundraisers
a 2.5% increase in the probability of having a successful exit (by IPO
or acquisition) from the venture capitalist’s portfolio.30
• Publicly listed firms acquire a substantial number of patents through M&A
activity, with acquired patents making up on average about one third of
the total patent portfolio in the five years following an IPO.31 In addition, a
comparison of the innovation activities of firms that took part in initial public
offerings (IPOs) in the US with firms that withdrew their IPO applications
suggests that publicly listed firms see a decline of around 40% in their cuttingedge innovation. However, there is no decline in their overall innovation
activity, suggesting that the transition to a public equity listing leads firms to
concentrate their R&D investments toward more conventional activities.

5.a Shifting financing patterns in the UK
Public equity has gradually become less important as a source of financing
in the UK, as well as elsewhere in the OECD, as a result of increased share
buybacks, declining numbers of initial public offerings and de-listings. For
example, over a 20-year period the number of companies listed on the main
market of the London Stock Exchange has declined from over 2,000 to below
1,000.32 This trend partly reflects the emergence of alternative mechanisms
for raising money, which provides companies with more choice in their
approach to fund-raising. However, it may also reflect changes in the demand
for equity amongst savers and institutional investors – for example, because
changes in the age profile of the population influence the suitability of either
direct or indirect equity holdings as a saving vehicle.
Over the last twenty years there has been a significant shift in the ownership
of publicly listed shares in the UK, see Figure 5. For example, there has
been a significant decline in the share of UK quoted companies owned by
UK insurance companies and pension funds, which owned over 50% of the
market value of UK quoted shares in 1990. By the end of 2012, UK insurance
companies and pensions funds combined owned only 10.9% of the total
market value of UK quoted company shares, with insurance companies

S ee the discussion in Bernstein, Giroud and Townsend (2014). The analysis assesses the impact of changes
to flight routes between venture capital firms and their targets, showing that improved access improves
monitoring.
31
See the discussion in Bernstein (2014). The analysis adjusts for the impact of stock market movements on the
likelihood of completing an IPO.
32
See the discussion in Giovannini et al (2015), as well as Isaksson and Çelik (2013).
33
See The Economist (2015).
34
See ESMA (2015).
30
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The Capital Markets Union project
also needs to think about the source
of investment funds – which means
encouraging saving. Since the crisis,
savings behaviour has become more
nationally focused. German savers, for
example, are not investing their deposits
elsewhere in the Eurozone, even though
they could get a higher return.33
Better guidance and advice may help
savers, but providing guidance and advice
imposes a cost on firms. However, these
costs can be reduced through the use of
internet-based solutions and this could
be particularly effective if a way could
be found to allow some safe harbour
against the regulatory risks associated
with providing advice. In the UK the Retail
Distribution Review has enforced a level
playing field and best execution, but there
seems less appetite in other Member
states to follow the UK’s experience.
However, effective Capital Markets Union
will also require regulators to be aware of
the benefits of cross-border investment
and to facilitate it where necessary. In
a recent peer review by the European
Securities and Markets Authority of the
approach by EU Competent Authorities
to best execution, all the Competent
Authorities seemed to disregard the
fact that investors might wish to invest
in securities which are not listed in the
domestic market or are foreign securities.
As a result it seems that there has been
no real assessment of whether orders
should have been executed outside their
national markets.34
IEG Recommendation:
Capital Markets Union needs to address
the needs of funders, not just fundraisers.
Facilitating better guidance and advice
may help. However, if authorities want to
promote cross-border flows, they need
to have a joined up approach that thinks
about proposals from the perspective of
those providing the funds, including those
in the retail space, not just those looking
to raise finance.
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The decline in the share of the market value of UK quoted companies owned
by insurers and pension funds reflects a long-run shift in the pattern of their
investment, away from direct holdings of UK equities and towards mutual
funds and fixed income securities, see Figure 6. This has been partly driven
by regulatory and accounting changes. The closing of the majority of defined
benefit (DB) pension schemes has also contributed, as bonds are a better
match to the funds’ liabilities in the decumulation stage.35 However, although
their equity holdings have declined, overall the assets under management
by UK insurers, pension funds and mutual funds remain significant, standing
at around 220% of UK GDP at the end of 2012, of which assets under
management by UK insurers, and pension funds accounted for around 180%
of GDP, see Figure 7.36

Figure 5
Percentage of total market value of UK
quoted shares by sector of beneficial
owner 1990 to 2012
Rest of the world
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2008
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accounting for 6.2%. This has implications for the oversight of managers
of quoted companies, as well as those looking to raise money in public
equity markets, as they potentially face a much more fragmented ownership
structure.

Note: Summary of ownership of UK quoted shares
with pooled and excluded shares allocated across other
sectors. Data for year end. Office for National Statistics.
Release date 25 September 2013.
Source: Analytically Driven Ltd

Figure 6
Asset allocation of UK insurance companies and pension funds

Tax can influence the
choices of funders,
not just fundraisers

Note: Chart 7 from the speech. Data from ONS and Bank of England calculations. Bonds includes money market instruments,
medium and long term bonds. The split of overseas bonds by issuer is not available. Other includes currency, deposits, loans,
other accounts receivable and insurance technical reserves. Derivatives data begin in 2004, but prior to 1997 are included in
corporate bonds.
Source: Speech by Andy Haldane at the London Business School, 4 April 2014, “The age of asset management?”
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It is not just corporation tax that will
influence on how firms are financed.
Taxes can also have important impact
on the choice of potential funders to
participate in different markets. For
example, financial transaction taxes,
such as stamp duty, influence the rate
of return.

T he proportion of DB schemes in the UK that are open to new members has fallen from 31% in 2008 to 14%
today. The fact that the Local Government Pension Scheme is still open to new members is one explanation for
why they have a higher proportion of their assets invested in equity than most private sector DB schemes.
36
The sectoral breakdown adjusts for assets invested in mutual funds by insurers and pension funds to avoid
double counting.
35
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The shift in corporate financing patterns in the UK is also illustrated by the
emergence of alternative financing models, facilitated the development of
the internet, which create platforms to allow individuals and organisations to
provide funding directly. In 2014 it is estimated that crowd funding models
were used to raise a total of £1.74bn for firms and community causes, an
increase of 161% over 2013. As Table 2 demonstrates, there is considerable
heterogeneity across the different funding channels, both from the point of
view of funders and fundraisers.

Figure 7
Total assets under management of UK
insurance companies, pension funds and
mutual funds 1980-2012

Table 2
Alternative Finance Models in the UK, 2014
Size of
market (£mn)

Average
amount
raised (£)

Average
number of
funders

Average amount
provided to a
fundraiser per
funder (£)

Average size of
funder’s total
portfolio (£)

Peer-to-peer business lending

£749mn

£73,222

796

£92

Invoice trading

£270mn

£56,075

7

£8,011a

n/a

Equity-based crowd funding

£84mn

£199,095

125

£1,599

£5,414

Pension-led funding

£25mn

£70,257

n/a

n/a

n/a

Debt-based securities

£4mn

£730,000

587

£1,243

n/a

Reward-based crowd funding

£26mn

£3,766

77

£49

n/a

Community shares

£34mn

£174,286

474

£368

n/a

Donation based crowd funding

£2mn

£6,102

55

£111

n/a

Peer-to-peer consumer lending

£547mn

£5,471

201

£27

£5,606

£8,137

Note: aAuthor calculations. n/a indicates data not available.
Source: Baeck, Collins, and Zhang (2014) and Analytically Driven Ltd

The greater flexibility created by the internet means that this type of funding
channel is likely to become an increasingly important feature of the funding
environment for corporates, not just in the UK, but elsewhere. However,
it is important to recognise that for funders to remain confident in these
channels, the risks associated with investment need to be clearly understood.
This is one reason why the platforms offering peer-to-peer consumer lending
have tended to concentrate on borrowers with an A or A+ credit rating,
who would be in the prime or super-prime borrower category, meaning that
average rejection rates for loans to be included on these platforms are around
90%.37 In other words, while these channels will undoubtedly facilitate the
flow of funds, they may not be suitable for all types of potential fundraiser.

37

Baeck, Collins, and Zhang (2014).
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Note: Chart 2 from the speech. Data from OECD, ONS,
IMA and Bank of England calculations. ICPFs stands for
insurance companies and pension funds.
Source: Speech by Andy Haldane at the London Business
School, 4 April 2014, “The age of asset management?”
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5.b How much does the cost of capital matter in practice?
There is an alternative explanation for the positive correlation between the
growth of investment and long-term interest rates observed in Figure 1.ii.B,
which is linked to the option value of waiting.39 The option value of waiting
arises because in practice most investment decisions are not simply invest/
don’t invest, but instead include a third option – the option of waiting and
deciding later. Investment typically involves at least some degree of sunk cost
and new information arises over time that may shed light on the value of the
investment, meaning waiting is potentially valuable. Therefore, unless there
are several firms that could all undertake the same investment, the hurdle
rates for undertaking a new investment will be higher than the cost of capital,
with hurdle rates increasing as:
• interest rates fall (as this will mean the discounted value of future returns
is higher, so the benefit of being able to avoid bad outcomes in future
through waiting increases relative to the costs of not acting immediately);
and
• as uncertainty increases (which potentially increases the value of new
information).

Corporate culture is
important for success
For example, crowd finance places a
high premium on the management
skills of those involved when choosing
to invest. In a survey of funders,
97% rated the quality of the team as
important or very important.38

At the same time, the hurdle rates for stopping activities (or disinvesting) will
fall as interest rates fall or uncertainty increases. This will create a wider band
of inertia in lower interest rate, highly uncertain environments.
It can be hard to assess these predictions directly, for example because
of difficulties measuring uncertainty. However, where evidence does exist
it suggests that in practice, where investment decisions are irreversible,
uncertainty does influence investment activity in the way that theory would
predict, with periods of increased uncertainty being linked to delays in
investment decisions.40 Indeed differences in the level of uncertainty following
events such as natural disasters and terrorist attacks explains around half the
variation in GDP growth following major shocks.41 Furthermore, increased
uncertainty is estimated to have caused around a third of the fall in capital
investment and hiring in the US that occurred in 2008-10.42 Uncertainty may
therefore still be a factor behind low investment rates. Certainly analysis of

S ee the discussion of equity crowdfunding in Baeck, Collins and Zhang (2014).
For a discussion of the theory of the option value of waiting see Dixit (1992).
See, for example, the discussion in Kellogg (2014), which assesses how uncertainty around oil prices influence
drilling activities in Texas.
41
See Baker and Bloom (2013), which analyses of outcomes for 60 countries over the period 1970-2012.
42
See Stein and Stone (2013).
38
39
40
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newspaper coverage in the US suggests that the policy environment has
remained extremely uncertain since the crisis, see Figure 8. In the UK context,
uncertainty about the economic and financial environment is seen by CFOs
as the biggest depressant on investment plans, with election uncertainty and
concerns over the possibility of an EU referendum contributing significantly to
policy risks.43
Figure 8
Policy uncertainty as a feature of newspaper coverage in the US

Note: The figure shows the Baker, Bloom and Davis (2012) measure of economic policy uncertainty, which counts the frequency
of articles containing the words “uncertain or uncertainty” and “economy or economics” and one of six policy words in ten
leading US newspapers. Data from 1985Q1 to 2013Q4, normalised to 100 for the period 1985 to 2009. Grey bars are NBER
recessions.
Source: Bloom (2014).

In practice, as Figure 9 demonstrates for the US, hurdle rates can be
significantly higher than bond rates, with average hurdle rates barely
changing over the ten years from 2003 to 2013, despite a significant fall
in bond rates. In addition, survey responses suggest that firms’ investment
decisions are relatively insensitive to changes in borrowing costs, see
Figure 10. This is particularly the case if borrowing costs were to fall, with
almost 70% of firms reporting that they were unlikely to change their
investment plans, even if their borrowing costs were to fall by more than
three percentage points. However, even in the case of interest rate rises, over
one third of firms would not change their investment plans, regardless of
how much borrowing costs were to increase.

43

See the analysis in Stewart, De and Cole (2015) of the Deloitte CFO Survey for 2015Q1.
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Figure 9
Hurdle rates from surveys compared with bond yields

Note: Hurdle rates taken from Duke CFO Magazine Global Business Outlook; Meier and Tarhan (2007), “Corporate investment
decisions, practices and hurdle rate premium puzzle”, Poterba and Summers (1995) “A CEO Survey of US Companies’ time
horizons and hurdle rates” and Summers (1987) “Investment incentives and the discounting of depreciation allowances”. BBB
bond yields estimated from curve fit to Merrill Lynch bond yields. Treasury yields from smoothed yield curve estimated from offthe-run securities.
Source: Sharpe and Suarez (2013)

Figure 10
Interest rate sensitivity of investment plans
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Note: Based on data from Sharpe and Suarez (2013). Cumulative response rate to summary of responses in the 2012:Q3 Duke/
CFO Magazine Global Business Outlook Survey reported in Sharpe and Suarez (2013), Table 1. The response to a decrease in
interest rates summarizes the response to the question “By how much would your borrowing costs have to decrease to cause you
to initiate, accelerate or increase investment projects next year?” and the response to an increase in interest rates summarizes the
response to the question “By how much would your borrowing costs have to increase to cause you to delay or stop investment
projects next year?”. The final column for each series shows the percentage unlikely to change their investment plans, regardless
of how big the change in funding costs is.
Source: Analytically Driven Ltd.
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6: CAPITAL MARKETS UNION

A key impetus behind the Capital Markets Union initiative is the possibility
that improvements in the functioning of financial markets can be used to
boost investment and through that growth and jobs in the EU. As part of the
consultation, the Commission therefore set out five key principles to underpin
Capital Markets Union, namely that it:44
• should maximise the benefits of capital markets for the economy, growth
and jobs;
• should create a single market for capital for all 28 Member States by
removing barriers to cross-border investment within the EU and fostering
stronger connections with global capital markets;
• should be built on firm foundations of financial stability, with a single
rulebook for financial services which is effectively and consistently enforced;
• should ensure an effective level of investor protection; and
• should help to attract investment from all over the world and increase EU
competitiveness.
TheCityUK endorses these principles, and in particular welcomes the focus
on EU competitiveness. However, it is important to be realistic about what
any changes can achieve in practice, particularly when it comes to financing
SMEs. There are many reasons why bank-based financing tends to dominate,
particularly for SMEs. For example:
• for small firms, where monitoring costs are likely to be high relative to
the value of any transaction, a bank that they already use for day-to-day
transactions may be in a better position to understand the credit worthiness
of their business, particularly where it is also serving similar firms;
• the costs of disclosing the necessary information to raise equity finance may
be significant, relative to the benefits; and
• for firms where the original owners are keen to maintain control, then
bank-based financing is less likely to dilute this control.45
Therefore one size will not fit all, and bank-based financing is likely to remain
the more significant channel for smaller and even most medium-sized firms,
even if Capital Markets Union is successful.
In practice, many of the specific initiatives that will be pursued in making
Capital Markets Union a reality, particularly in the short run, are likely to
involve focused, regulatory changes to the functioning of specific financial

44
45

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-15-4433_en.htm?locale=en
See, for example, the discussion in Giovannini et al (2015).
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Improving information
flows will play an
important role
Improving information flows will play
an important in the success of Capital
Markets Union, as more data about firms
could help facilitate funding, while firms
may benefit from a better understanding
of the alternative forms of funding
available. For example:
• the Italians have a central credit risk
register, which means that potential
funders can benefit from good data on
SMEs.
• Although there are EU standards for
prospectuses, the requirements can
be onerous, meaning in some cases
the prospectus comes out after the
issue. This will act to discourage some
potential funders from participating.
IEG Recommendation:
Facilitating better information flows
between funders and fundraisers should
be an important part of the Capital
Markets Union initiative.help facilitate
cross-border financial flows.

6: CAPITAL MARKETS UNION

markets that work to enable them to work more effectively by reducing
barriers. This makes sense. Changes to the way in which financial markets
are regulated can potentially have a big impact on the ability of firms to both
operate effectively and benefit from cross-border activity. For example, it is
estimated that a key result of the European Commission’s Financial Services
Action Plan, which was launched in 1999, was to reduce the cost of making a
€100 cross-border payment from €24 in 2001 to €2.50 in 2005.46
However, there are several big issues that Capital Markets Union will need to
address, or at least consider, to make sure that it maximises the benefits for
Europe as a whole. These include the need to consider:
• The motivations of the funders, not just the fundraisers, when considering
market structures. Bail-in bonds, for example, are an instrument that may
effectively meet the needs of fundraisers (namely banks), while at the same
time may be less appealing for many of the target funders (such as insurers).
• The impact of structural features such as tax, bankruptcy and corporate
governance regimes on market fragmentation, and whether the resulting
disruption from harmonisation would be too costly to justify change.47
• The needs of internationally-orientated firms--including large firms, not
just SMEs--in order to maximise the benefits of change on productivity and
innovation.
• The need to rebuild trust and confidence levels in institutions more widely,
not just in the financial sector, to help prevent market fragmentation, as
evidence suggests that low levels of trust and confidence in institutions are
associated with market fragmentation, because people are then less likely
to invest via formal markets.48

IEG Recommendation:
For Capital Market Union
to be successful it should
focus on five work themes:
1. Reducing (not adding to) regulatory
barriers that inhibit firms’ access to
funding;
2. Ensuring that the EU is open to
innovative sources of capital;
3. Facilitating the role of capital markets
in corporate restructuring;
4. Improving information flows, as well
as communication about different
options; and
5. Encouraging best practice through the
use of mutual recognition and more
effective enforcement of EU rules on
competition and the single market.
In each case, to be successful, it will be
important that any initiatives do not come
at the expense of raising capital from the
rest of the world.

Finally, it is worth recognising that not all the barriers to obtaining finance
will lie within the financial markets themselves. In the US, for example, the
introduction of a new airline route between two Metropolitan Statistical
Areas (MSA) leads to a 4.6% increase in total venture capital investments as
well as a 2.5% increase in the likelihood of venture capital activity between
the two MSAs.49

CRA International (2009).
See, for example, the discussion of tax and bankruptcy regimes in Véron (2014).
48
See the discussion in Kalemli-Ozcan and Sørensen (2007).
49
See the discussion in Bernstein, Giroud and Townsend (2014).
46
47
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